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LIGHT 
There was light inside the rabbi's pocket. There was light fastened to 
the monkey's leg. There was light pasted on the door to the refinery. 
There was light under the baker's hat. Three lights were found beneath 
the priest's cassock. A light that did not work was buried next to the 
barn. Half a light was drawn by the child with no knees. They saw the 
light rising from between the pages of the book. A man who was found 
dissected had discovered his own light. Once a woman constructed a 
picture that was full of light. They were able to see it even on the other 
side of the valley. As the sky grew lighter no one could remember its old 
name. They found pieces of light wherever they went. It caused them to 
remember each step. They returned the light when there was no one else 
to share it with. 
